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ABSTRACT

This study aims to answer two research questions related to the implementation of one criterion of Meaningful Use – Active Medication List (AML): 1) What human factors affect the accuracy of the AML? 2) What information technology factors affect the accuracy of the AML? Since our study is exploratory and little literature was found on this topic, we conducted a case study to develop a theory that we can empirically test later. Through interviews, user manuals, and our own examination of the EHR system, we developed a research model and identified four factors affecting the accuracy of AML: List Taker, List Source, System Connectivity, and User Interface Design. The first two are human factors, and the last two are technology factors.
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INTRODUCTION

An electronic health record (EHR) is a longitudinal record of a patient’s health information [10]. It may capture medical, surgical and procedural information, as well as family and social histories. Despite its potential to increase the effectiveness and efficiency in providing health care, IT adoption by the healthcare industry is sluggish. As of 2008 only 4% of physicians in ambulatory practice and 1.5% of hospitals reported using a fully functional EHR [7, 14].

To encourage the use of health information technology, Congress passed the HITECH Act, a component of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. To qualify for incentive payments from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), health care providers are required to meet stated Meaningful Use objectives at a specified measure of achievement. Providers who fail to achieve Meaningful Use requirements will receive decreased payments from CMS for clinical services beginning in 2015 and beyond. The earlier a health provider achieves the Meaningful Use objectives in its EHR system, the higher the incentive payment.

One criterion for Meaningful Use is to “maintain an active medication list.” Active medication list (AML) is defined by the CMS as” A list of medications that a patient is currently taking.” Substantial room for improvement in its accuracy exists. Research shows an inaccurate AML could have serious consequences affecting the patient’s clinical outcome. Even though several studies identified contributing factors to errors in the collection of the AML on hospital admission, none of the sources we found focused on the elements inherent in the electronic health software. In this research, we explore the effect of human and information technology factors on the creation and the maintenance of an AML. In particular, our study attempts to address the following research questions:

1. What human factors affect the accuracy of active medication list (AML)?

2. What information technology factors affect the accuracy of active medication list (AML)?

We adopted the case study approach to address the research questions. Briefly, the case study method is a research strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics within a single environment. We investigate how the process of creating an AML is carried out in a hospital environment. This process was discovered by interviewing clinicians directly involved in the process and IT project managers responsible for the system development and maintenance.

We believe the results of this study will contribute to the academic and the applied communities. First, we expect to identify elements that affect the accuracy of the AML. Those elements will become constructs in our research model that can be further tested to advance theories in the field. Second, our study will inform clinicians and
software engineers regarding what features of the system could lead to a more accurate AML. The guidelines proposed by this study can be adopted by the practitioners to address some system issues in software development.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: a literature review; our research methodology; a presentation of the research model and hypotheses, conclusions, and discussion of future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Meaningful Use

The 2009 HITECH Act continued the 2004 Executive Order to provide an EHR for every American by the year 2014. Under this provision, health care data will be captured in electronic format, increasing the accessibility and analysis of information, which will enhance the development of “evidence based practice.” This should lead to improved patient safety and ultimately to improved health outcomes for individuals.

However, the HITECH Act will not allow for adoption of technology simply for the sake of technology, hence the need for Meaningful Use. Meaningful Use specifies the elements of “proof” in terms of reporting requirements that hospitals and eligible health care providers must follow to demonstrate their EHR system provides quality health care. Simply stated, EHRs must be implemented in such a way that they will improve health care.

In addition, the Meaningful Use criteria are used to certify the EHR systems from various vendors. It is hoped that this process of certification and incentives for adopting certified EHRs will lead to a standardization of function and data representation across EHR systems provided by vendors.

Two sets of Meaningful Use criteria and their associated measures exist. One set is for eligible professionals (e.g. M.D.s) and the other is for eligible hospitals. Each set has multiple elements that make up the criteria for that set. We present one objective and its measure directed to both groups. This objective is the subject of our research.

Eligible Hospital and CAH Meaningful Use Objective 4 and Its Measure [9]:

Objective: Maintain active medication list.

Measure: More than 80 percent of all unique patients admitted to the eligible hospital’s or Critical Access Hospital’s (CAH) inpatient or emergency department (POS 21 or 23) have at least one entry (or an indication that the patient is not currently prescribed any medication) recorded as structured data.

Active Medication List

We discovered studies on the active medication list focused on three broad areas - the accuracy of the medications listed, the clinician involved in gathering the data, and the source of the data.

First, a review of the literature on the accuracy of the AML on admission to the hospital shows substantial room for improvement. For starters, the definition of accuracy is subject to debate. Balon [1] identified accuracy as having the correct name, strength, route and frequency of administration. Others defined a break in accuracy if any difference between the medication use history and the admission medication orders occurred [4, 17] or if any discrepancy resulted in a medication order change [12].

Inaccuracies in the AML may be serious and affect patient outcomes. One study [4] found that nearly 56% of admitted patients had at least one unintended discrepancy between the AML and the medications ordered, 46% of those discrepancies being errors of omission. Furthermore, 48.6% of the discrepancies were judged to have the potential to cause moderate and severe discomfort or clinical deterioration. Gleason [12] reported errors originated from medication histories in 85% of patients, almost half of those errors being ones of omission. The results of inaccuracy of the AML may have serious consequences affecting the patient’s clinical outcome. Gleason [12] identified the most common medication classes involved in errors to include cardiovascular agents, antidepressants, gastrointestinal agents, neurological agents and anti-diabetes medications.
Second, multiple clinicians assume the role as list taker at some point during the admission process. Balon [1] found this task is done by the emergency physician and an admitting nurse; Cornish [4] noted that this responsibility may fall to the admitting resident physician or medical student; Gleason [12] found pharmacists and hospital physicians take the home medication history. In fact, it is not unusual that role changes may occur when new technology is introduced [6].

Gleason [12] found that the clinician gathering the information for the AML, who may have time constraints and lack interview skills (is one of several factors influencing its accuracy.

Third, problems of accuracy may occur related to the information given by the List Source. Researchers mentioned that clinicians may have used one or a combination of sources to obtain the list of home medications, including patient/family interview, contacting outpatient pharmacies or the primary care physician. Gleason [12] mentions the use of multiple pharmacies by a patient, multiple prescribing physicians, and the patient/family as poor historians as factors affecting the accuracy of the AML. Cornish [4] acknowledges that patient illness or cognitive status, language barriers, or absence of a structured process to collect information may contribute to inaccuracies.

Proposed Health Care Technology (HIT) Solutions to the Accuracy of Active Medication List

A search of the directory of Certified Health IT Products list reveals that 392 EHR systems satisfy the Meaningful Use criterion for an AML. However, the meaningful use criterion does not specify accuracy as a measure. We find few references address the accuracy of AML. In general, there are three broad categories of solutions: patient centered, e-prescribing, and IT based reconciliation of medication lists.

Patient Centered Solutions

Walsh and Cussen [20] investigated what effect a ten minute medication review by a General Practitioner with a patient had on medication errors. They reported that inappropriate medications were detected in 54% of patients interviewed.

Schnipper et al. [19] reported the results of designing and implementing a patient portal into an EHR system. A medication module was designed to improve the accuracy of AML within the EHR. Based on usage and satisfaction data, patients felt it led to more accurate information about their AML for their health care provider.

E-Prescribing Based Solutions

Electronically prescribing medications (E-prescribing) has the advantage of electronically recording any medications prescribed for a patient. It is believed this process would lead to accurate AMLs. However, a case study of eight physician practices [5] and another case study of 24 physician practices [13] found that in the majority of the cases e-prescribing did not lead to an accurate AML. The patient’s home medication list was not available or was unable to be reconciled with the medication list resulting from e-prescribing.

Reconciliation of Medication Lists Solutions

Beckman et al. [2] propose a clinical decision support system (CDSS) to reconcile the various medication lists (active or home medication list, in-patient medication list, and discharge medication list) associated with a patient. Although this design has not been implemented, it does reveal the complexity of a health information technology (HIT) solution to the problem of medication reconciliation. It illustrates that the solution to the accuracy of a patient’s AML is complex and requires a deeper understanding of the causes of an inaccurate as well as an accurate AML.

METHODOLOGY

We found limited literature on the topic of active medication list. Therefore, we decided to conduct a case study to develop a theory we could empirically test later.

Case study is a research strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics within single settings [18]. Eisenhardt’s seminal paper [11] concludes that building theory using the case study approach is fruitful. She states case study is “especially appropriate in new topic areas” and “the resultant theory is often novel, testable, and
empirically valid.” Case study is used extensively in social science research such as sociology, history, management science, and education[18]. Even though in information systems research, case study is not as dominant as other empirical methods, such as experiments or surveys, its scientific nature and rigor have been extensively discussed and widely accepted [3, 15, 8].

We chose a single-case design and selected a hospital (Hospital A) in the Midwest region from a fairly long list of potential hospitals due to its representation of size and type and its accessibility. Hospital A is a city-owned non-profit acute care hospital with 140 beds. It admits about 6200 patients every year. It implemented EHR in 2004 and was considered an early adopter.

We collected data from three sources in the hospital. First were interviews with hospital staff in different capacities. We conducted interviews with a pharmacist, an admitting nurse, a nursing clinical informatics liaison, a project manager, a director of IT applications, and a hospitalist. All staff are highly educated and have many years of experience with EHR system in the hospital. Table 1 summarizes their positions, credentials, and experiences.

**Table 1. Interviewee Information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Job Title/Role</th>
<th>Credential/Certification</th>
<th>Number of years in current role</th>
<th>Year started working with EHR under study</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacist, Clinical Coordinator</td>
<td>PharmD</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Director for the Hospitalist Service</td>
<td>MD</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admitting Nurse</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Informatics Liaison</td>
<td>RN</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Director, IT Application Integration</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Manager</td>
<td>MSN, RN-BC, PMP</td>
<td>9 years</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Education Specialist</td>
<td>MA, RN</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before we conducted the formal interview, we compiled a list of questions and conducted a pilot study with a pharmacist. We learned several lessons. First, some questions required rephrasing, and others needed to be removed or added. Second, in order for the interviewee to share information more thoroughly, we needed to send out the questions to the interviewee at least one day before the meeting. Third, we noticed it was easy to get sidetracked. So, great effort was needed to bring the interviewee back to the information that was directly related to our research questions. We recorded all interviews and used Dragon Naturally Speaking to transcribe the recordings into texts. To ensure the transcription was correct, the authors listened to the recording to summarize the key points.

The second data sources were the user manuals of the system. The authors gained insights from examining the writings and the screen shots of the system. The third data source was the system itself. The authors were given access to a mirror copy of the live system. We gained first-hand experience from logging into the system using different roles and navigating around the system.

Following Yin’s guidelines [18], we adopted several measures to improve the reliability and the validity of the case study. We created a case study protocol and shared it among all the researchers. We developed a case study
database to store and organize all case related materials such as notes, documents, and narratives. We acquired multiple sources of evidence through interviewing staff in different positions and examining the system independently. We had the key informants review our case study reports. In addition, we used pattern-matching and explanation-building, as specified by Yin [18], when we analyzed the data.

RESEARCH MODEL AND HYPOTHESES

Figure 1 below is our research model. For this study, we focus on five constructs: Active Medication List, List Taker, List Source, System Connectivity, and User Interface Design, and their relationships. We argue that four primary factors affect the accuracy of the AML: the person documenting the AML (List Taker), what sources are used (List Source), the connectivity of the EHR system with external databases (System Connectivity), and the user interfaces used to capture and present the AML (User Interface Design). The first two are human factors, and the last two are information technology factors. We detail the development of a research model below based on prior research and results of our case study.

![Figure 1. Research Model](image)

Active Medication List

The Active Medication List, sometimes referred to as the list of home medications, may include prescription medications, over-the-counter (OTC) medications, herbal and supplemental products and “street” drugs. Two considerations of the AML are the medicines that are included and the accuracy with which those medications are documented. One important reason for accuracy is to continue medications during a hospital stay that the patient uses at home to treat chronic conditions. We have already seen issues related to accuracy and potential adverse patient outcomes from researchers [12, 1, 4].

However, the list of medications that should be included on the AML is open to debate. The pharmacist in our case study believes it should only include the medications the patient reports he/she is actually taking. This person makes the distinction between active and accurate.

“(The active medication list) …in my perspective as a pharmacist, is what the patient is actually taking. Now a physician may argue that an accurate med list is what they have prescribed.”

In this study, active medication list is defined as a list of medications that a patient is currently taking. This definition is in line with the one provided by the CMS.
List Taker

The List Taker is defined as the clinician who documents the list of active medications (AML) of an individual patient in the health record. As mentioned in the Literature Review, other researchers revealed an assortment of list takers with responsibility for documenting the list of home medications.

Our case study also showed that multiple list takers compile the active medication list on admission. An Admission Nurse has initial responsibility to review the active medication list with a newly admitted patient. When the nurse is unable to get complete information of the patient’s home medications (e.g., missing drug name, strength or frequency), an indication is made for the pharmacist to continue the information gathering until a more complete list is documented. If a patient is seen initially in the Emergency Department (ED), the process varies by time of day. During the night shift a clinical pharmacist is stationed in the ED and gathers the home medication list information. During other times, this list may be obtained by an emergency department nurse, emergency physician or the hospitalist.

Discussion about the clinician best suited to be the list taker is scant. In a study by Murphy [17] pharmacists were found to be “the ideal health professionals to obtain a medication history based on their education and experience with medications…and experience with patient medication interviews.”

Likewise, our data shows the preference is for the pharmacist to collect the information for the AML. The pharmacist from our case study states,

“The pharmacists are the most accurate and trained health professional to obtain the medication list.”

A reason for preferring the pharmacist as list taker is accuracy. A hospitalist in our case study, who uses the home medication listed as a reference when ordering inpatient medications, believes the pharmacist produces a more accurate home medication list in contrast to the information obtained by the nurse.

“When the nurses collected (the home medication list), it's not reliable. . .
The pharmacists’ information is much more accurate.”

Even, the admitting nurse in our case study agrees that the pharmacist is best suited to be list taker:

“If I can't figure out the dosages …pharmacy takes over and they will contact the patient's physician or pharmacy to get the accurate doses and list.”

Lastly, the clinical informatics nurse liaison in our case study notes a preference for pharmacist being the list taker, but for an additional reason besides accuracy.

“Nurses, right or wrong, don't believe it's their responsibility. They think that they are starting the list or starting the capture and they don't feel ownership in the process. They know that the pharmacist or the pharmacy tech is going to go back and look up further information.”

In discussion with the clinicians in our sample, the perception is that pharmacists have primary ownership in the collection of the active medication list and are more likely to produce an accurate AML. We asked each to rate the likelihood of an accurate AML using a Likert scale of 1- not at all accurate to 5- very accurate. Table 2 is the interviewee’s ratings on the accuracy of AML when nurse and pharmacist as the list takers.
Table 2. Interviewee Ratings on Accuracy and List Takers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>List Taker</th>
<th>Hospitalist rating</th>
<th>Admitting Nurse rating</th>
<th>Pharmacist rating</th>
<th>Clinical Informatics Nurse Liaison rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy when <strong>Admitting Nurse</strong> is List Taker</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy when <strong>Pharmacist</strong> is List Taker</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, we hypothesize the following relationship between list taker and AML:

**H1**: *Among the list takers, clinical pharmacists produce the most accurate AML.*

**List Source**

List Source is the person or object that provides the information about the home medications. Multiple sources of information may be consulted by the List Taker [12, 4]. Our Case Study revealed List Takers may use any of the following list sources: 1) Consult with the patient, a family member or caregiver, 2) Review a paper list of medications provided by the patient/family, 3) Examine medication containers brought in by the patient, 4) Look up an electronic list from a previous admission viewable on the electronic health record, 5) Contact the patient’s primary care provider, or 6) Contact the patient’s retail pharmacy.

Problems of accuracy may occur related to the information given by the List Source [12]. List Sources in our study produced similar problems. For example, the hospitalist in our Case Study mentioned that patients themselves may be barriers,

“If I'm asking for a med history… in the ER, …the patient or the person who is in there with them will be very annoyed if I start asking ‘What medications are you on and what’s the dosage?’ They say, ‘You already have that information, the nurses have already gathered that information.’”

The clinical informatics nurse liaison agreed that the patient as List Source may be problematic.

“(Patients) may even have a piece of paper with them with their medication written down. But often times it is out of date (and) we have the patient as being a barrier to a successful medication history.”

The pharmacist noted that even the primary physician’s list may be inaccurate as a source of information

“(The) on-call physician may call something in on a weekend that never makes it to the (clinic) chart or (the patient) can get samples (that are not captured in the clinic record.)”

We found gaps exist in the list of home medication when only one source of List Source was used. Therefore, we hypothesize the following relationship between list sources and AML:

**H2**: *When a combination of List Sources is used, a more accurate AML is compiled.*

**System Connectivity**

System connectivity is a feature of an EHR system that implements access to external databases of patient information. These external databases would be maintained in: retail pharmacies; doctor offices (PCP, Specialists,
DDSs, DOs, ODs, et al); health insurance provider’s databases; and third party medication information repositories (e.g. SureScripts-RxHub – a national network for the exchange of prescription data between physicians, pharmacies, and health insurance providers). Researchers have found the reconciliation of AML with external lists may improve accuracy of the AML [1].

When asked if system connectivity would increase the accuracy of the AML the participants in our case study responded as follows:

A pharmacist from our case study stated:
“… a centralized server/database of all information being connected and shared would help.”

The Director of IT Application Integration reported the capability:
“… to access SureScripts-RxHub to help verify medication list entries”.

The Clinical Informatics Liaison’s response was:
“… we do also have a function of the system call Get RXHistory and that is a tool that we have purchased a license for and based on whether or not the patient's pharmacy is participating and the insurance company is participating we can pull historical data related to the patient filling prescriptions. It does not record whether or not the patient's physician wrote a prescription but whether or not one was filled. We have high hopes about that system being a great tool for us and checking the accuracy of the patient's active medication list”

These quotes and similar ones lead to the research model’s hypothesis with respect to the relationship between system connectivity and active medication list:

H3: System connection to external patient medication list databases increases the accuracy of the AML.

User Interface Design
The user interface is designed to facilitate the collection of medication information from the patient. In addition, the design should allow for the verification of the information that is collected. Any component of the design that detracts from the ease of information collection or verification of the information or allows for the collection of ambiguous information is considered a design component that detracts from the EHR’s usability. For an overview of EHR usability see [21] or [16].

Our review of the EHR application used in our case study for creation of the AML revealed the presence of free text fields for data entry. Free text fields allow entry of data that is not formatted to standard use. As a result the data will not be edited data. This could lead to inaccuracies.

Our concern was substantiated by the following remark from the pharmacist:
“…one of the things we’re running into now with e-prescribing, a lot of the physicians will say “see instructions.” “See instructions” flows to a free text field and none of that free text field is ever going to convert over to real orders without somebody reentering that information. And, again, every time you touch a medication order, there’s always a potential for error so that can lead to inaccuracies …”

Again, our review of the EHR application used in our case study for creation of the AML revealed the presence of unused fields for data entry. Unused fields can allow for ambiguous data entry that may lead to inaccuracies.

Our concern was substantiated when the computer education specialist responsible for the training of staff on this application acknowledged there are several unused fields on the data collection form for the AML.

When asked how that situation was handled in the training of new users of the application the computer education specialist instructed new users:
“… to ignore the unnecessary fields”.

In addition she stated:
“… the active medication list application is a modification of pre-existing order entry application”.

This explained the unnecessary date entry fields.

The issues of free text fields and unnecessary data entry fields leads to the research model’s hypotheses with respect to the relationship between user interface design and active medication list:

H4: A user interface designed solely for the purpose of collecting and recording a patient’s AML will increase the likelihood of an accurate AML

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this study, we provided a thorough review of the literature regarding active medication list. Since findings from prior research are limited, we conducted a case study in Hospital A to develop a theory we could empirically test later.

From the case study, we gathered data from three sources: interviews, user manuals, and our own examination of the EHR system. We developed a research model that primarily focused on five constructs and their relationships. We argue that among all the list takers, pharmacists will generate the most accurate AML. We also state that the more sources that are used, the more accurate the AML will be. Besides the above human factors, we also identified two technology factors: system connectivity and user interface design. We hypothesize that system connection to external databases will lead to an accurate AML, and user interfaces designed solely for the medication list will improve the accuracy of the AML.

There are several areas for future research. We will propose a more comprehensive research model and empirically test the model through methods such as survey, or experiment. In addition to the AML, we will also investigate other criteria for Meaningful Use.
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